MGI Solutions LLC

The Simple ScrubTM
COMPANY PROFILE-MGI SOLUTIONS LLC(MGI) is the first market vendor of innovative manual Shower
and Bathtub accessories that allow people to clean their bathtub and/shower more safely and more efficiently
with less stress to their back, hand and knees. It creates a safer cleaning environment.

THE CHALLENGE-Many people continue to get on their hands and knees to clean their bathtub and
shower. We don’t get on our hands and knees to sweep our floors. We don’t get on our hands and knees to
mop our floors. So why are we still getting on our hands and knees to clean our bathtub. Most people when
asked say they clean their bathtub with a washcloth or a bristle brush by climbing into their wet and slippery
tub. To clean up high they must stand up in the tub. This creates a variety of bad things that can happen.
Furthermore, we are cleaning with a bleach based product that is not suppose to be in close contact with your
eyes and skin.

SOLUTION-MGI Solutions founders Bill Manovich and Mike Smith entered the bathroom accessory
business to provide a solution for our Grandmothers. One day Bill walked into the bathroom while his
grandmother was on her hands and knees cleaning the tub. She had her washcloth in one hand and was stuck
in the bathtub couldn’t get back out. At that point we decided there has to be something better. So we
scoured the local hardware stores of the world and there was nothing out there to do the job in a safe and
easy manner. We developed this patent pending product that has an ergonomic bend on one end so that
Grandma or anyone else for that matter will not have to get in the slippery bleach filled bathtub again. It has a
swiveling head to clean the scum line 360 degrees around the tub (especially the area closest to your feet) and
two foam handles for easy grip. It will not scratch your tub or shower and it is lightweight (1.5lbs). It is made
with durable aluminum that wont rust and allows you to not have to get on your hands and knees anymore
thus saving your back and keeping you away from those harmful fumes

OUR OFFERING-We are now offering The Simple Scrub to all Retailers, Hotel Suppliers, and Maid services
internationally. Its ergonomic lightweight design allows you to stand safely from outside the bathtub to
clean. Most supply companies and maid services we have contacted about this product have been looking for
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a tool to clean the bathtub that keeps their employees out of the bathtub thus improving the safety record
(NO MORE FALLS). They said it has been a problem for years and are constantly telling their employees they
must stay out of the inside of the bathtub. All housewives we talk to about the product ask where they can
purchase one. The Simple Scrub has a limited lifetime warranty and the consumer will only have to replace
the pads. We are set up from the Houston Area for distribution to your supply houses. You can go onto our
online portal for your purchase order or to contact us for questions. www.thesimplescrub.com.

CONSUMER SATISFACTION-We have given out numerous samples 50+ to get consumer feedback on
the product. All have come back with positive responses and did not want to give The Simple Scrub back to
us. Of course we let them keep The Simple Scrub. They usually were quoted as saying “ Why didn’t I think of
this. It’s genius. That usually followed that we should go on Shark Tank. This positive feedback motivates us
to continue to innovate and provide excellent products exclusively though retailers and suppliers as yourself.
Please visit our website at www.thesimplescrub.com

YOUR BENEFITS-The competition for this product is minimal.

There are only a 2-3 products in our

category and none can come close to performing the task of cleaning the bathtub in a safe and effective
manner as ours does. And most cannot be found in retail sector. Most are only available online. The Simple
Scrub-1. Creates a safer cleaning environment 2. Is Efficient 3. Saves Time 4.Lightweight 5. Back Saver- No
more bending over and 6. INCREASED REVENUE. Based on these finding The Simple Scrub is position well for
launch into your Retail Store, Supply Company or the Service Industry. High consumer satisfaction and
incremental revenue to your bottom-line makes it an attractive proposition for any Industry. For information
about pricing or any other matter, please do not hesitate to contact us with the information below.

